PREVAILING INADEQUATE CONCEPTIONS  [CH.IV.
above men-	cerned,  and  wherein  the   unconquerable
tiowdon,	power of indulged appetite may be sup-
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practice	force us on in denance ot it; not to insist
in the case on the motives by which the conduct of men
of others. jg determined, often avowedly in what are to
themselves the most important incidents of life; what
are the judgments which they form in the case of
others? Idleness, profusion, thoughtlessness, and
dissipation, the misapplication of time or of talents,
the trifling away of life in frivolous occupations, or
unprofitable studies ; all these things we may regret
in those around us, in the view of their temporal
effects; but they are not considered in a religious
connexion, or lamented as endangering everlasting
happiness. Excessive vanity and inordinate ambi-
tion are spoken of as weaknesses rather than as
sins; even covetousness itself, though a hateful pas-
sion, yet, if not extreme, scarcely presents the face
of irreligion. Is some friend, or even some com-
mon acquaintance, sick, or has some accident be-
fallen him, how solicitously do we inquire after
him; how tenderly do we visit him; how much
perhaps do we regret that he has not better advice;
how apt are we to prescribe for him; and how
should we reproach ourselves if we were to neglect
any means in our power of contributing to his reco-
very ! But " the mind diseased" is neglected and
forgotten—"that is not our affair; we hope (we
do not perhaps really believe) that here it is well
with him.'" The truth is, we have no solicitude
about his spiritual interest. Here he is treated like
the unfortunate traveller in the Gospel; we look
upon him; we see but too well his sad condition,
but (Priest and Levite alike) we pass by on the
other side, and leave him to the officious tenderness
of some poor despised Samaritan.

